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Abstract 

A slot machine is an automatic machine that offers meals such as canned soups and prepackaged 
sandwiches, sweets such as chips of potatoes, chocolate bars, and warm beverages of candy such 
as coffee, tea, hot chocolate and soft beverages.In the same way in the predicted scheme, we 
strive to use the Arduino server zone device to create a vending machine. Here we have RFID 
tag for authentication to control the waste of water and drinks. Throughout this scheme we strive 
to operate the sprinkler engine,switches to sit on warm air, coffee and tea, for example. If the 
label is authenticated, only the customer will otherwise not enter the vending machine.However, 
in our design RFID card zone device used, the conventional scheme only utilizes money cash, so 
it is easy for any current customer to enter the vending machine without cash. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The term selling implies selling. Vending machines provide mainly meals and rectangular 
measurements discovered in restaurants, terminals of travel and installations.An essential 
component of the vending machine is the system that recognizes the value of the deposited coin 
and determines it. A sequence of trials was placed once cards or tokens square size. It specifies 
the magnitude,Weight, electrical characteristics and money's magnetic characteristics are 
dismissed as a coin or token that refuses to peek at. If the coin or token is approved, its cost will 
be put through the exams from the inheritable. It is essentially divided into three 
parts,Mechanical half (RFID unit) is the primary part, i.e. custom sense ID. Another portion 
comprises of microcontroller-enforced programming[1]–[3]. The screen device displays 
information, according to which the microcontroller provides the beverage production device 
with indication.Associate degree integrated scheme could be an outsized tool intended for a 
special purpose computing scheme[3]–[5]. A portion of the huge scheme is the hardware and 
software system.An anticipated operation without human interference requires an embedded 
system to meet entirely distinct requirement than a personal computer for particular purposes[4]. 

METHODOLOGY 

Development of the system is not a simple task. It requires an in-depth survey of the assorted 
portion and its results. The initiative will be efficient if it fulfills the goal it seeks to achieve. The 
design is carried out in countless ways that zone divisions are structured during a particular 
strategy, so that the unit is smalleach portion has a specific performance to be performed[2], [6]. 
In essence, our project is divided into three parts: mechanical, electronic and show unit. This 
portion comprises of the following diverse parts. 

1. Voltage regulator (7805) 
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2. Microcontroller (AT89s52) 
3. TFT 
4. Sprinkler motor 

 It will be evaluated in a simulator after composing the program. If the simulator performance is 
right, the programmer is used to fire on the microcontroller. The instruments used for the 
application are: 

 

 

Figure-1 Block diagram of vending machine 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
During the latest use of digital, their precision and feasibility are growing day by day. This 
technique saves money, is mobile, inexpensive, consumes less energy will and can be 
produced merely available to allow the customer to use this technique whenever and 
wherever.People are most active in globe competitions. They don't need a premium moment 
to buy something. This unit will be used in crowded spaces like airline, bank and office etc. 
to save time for our selling machine folks.According to the authorized person, the customer 
requests only warm water drinks such as coffee or tea, uses RFID card with RFID viewer for 
the authorized person. This scheme is more viable to save valuable natural lives time. All 
features depend on the preference of the customer. 
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